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For many years original records have lain unknown in various collections on deposit or donated to the Maryland Historical Society. This status has persisted throughout the past century. The handsome bequest by the Thomas and Hugg Family enabled the creation of a new Manuscript Division headed by an M.A. in Colonial History. Not unnaturally, finds have been numerous in the past two years.1 Of particular interest to historians, economists and sociologists are the comprehensive tax lists of Maryland. At first it was hoped to have them transcribed and an offset made from the typescript documents, but because this would take many years it is with great satisfaction that the Society has handed over the project to Rhistoric Publications, of 302 N. 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. This company will produce the records in a facsimile form which will make them immediately available and free of transcription errors.

The first release will be the Maryland Tax lists of 1783, with assessors' returns giving property holders, valuation of property, number of dependents, and listing the single man and pauper in each hundred for Baltimore and Harford Counties. Included in each volume will be an explanation of the reasons for and method of taking the assessment, and explanatory notes of the hundreds covered. Baltimore and Harford Counties will begin the series, which will include assessors' returns for all counties in 1783 with the minutes of the Commissioners of the tax value found.

1Manuscript Collections of the Maryland Historical Society. 1968. (Over 1700 collections are described in the publication).
The flag-draped casket
a baby in mother's arms
reaches for a rose.

The flag-draped casket:
a baby reaches for roses
in a basket.

The flag-draped casket
beyond the reach of the baby

The flag-draped casket
his baby son reaches
for a rose.

The flag-draped casket:
a baby by the bouquet
reaches for a rose.

In the outhouse
a lone candle quivers
in the cold wind.

The shivering farmer
sitting in the outhouse

The flag-draped casket:
a spray of roses with a blank card
pinned to the basket.
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The master poet
leaving his friends and pupils,
returns to the pine

Leaving his friends
and pupils behind, the master poet
returns to the pine

Leaving the flock
in the corn field...an old crow
returns to the pine.

Leaving the flock in the corn field,
an old crow returns to the pine.

The autumn moon
emerging from a murky cloud
silhouettes the scarecrow.

The autumn moon
emerging from a murky cloud,
awakens the child.

The autumn moon
emerging from a murky cloud
enlightens the child.

In the river -
the autumn moon emerges
from a murky cloud.

The autumn moon
emerging from a murky cloud

The flag-draped casket:
little brother reaches
for a bouquet of roses.

The flag at half-mast
its halyard slapping the pole:
the November wind.

The village flag
lowered to half-mast
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A lone crow
falling out of the flock,
returns to the pine.

A flock of crows
foraging in the corn field,
return to the pine.

The ancient shrine:
an old crow leaving the flock
returns to the pine.

A flock of crows
flying over the foothills,
returns to the pine.

A pair of crows
foraging in the corn field—one returns to the pine.

One of the crows
foraging in the corn field,
returns to the pine.

An old crow
foraging in the corn field,
returns to the pine.

A flock of crows
foraging in the corn field,
return to the pine.

The ancient shrine:
an old crow searching for food
returns to the pine.

The ancient shrine
on the mountain—an old crow
returns to the pine.

The ancient shrine
covered with snow—an old crow
returns to the pine.

The ancient shrine:
an old crown leaving the flock
returns to the pine.

A foraging crow
leaving the snowy corn field,
returns to the pine.

A flock of crows
foraging in the corn field,
return to the pine.

A flock of crows
leaving the flock in the corn field,
return to the pine.
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a robin in the belfry
sings a cappella

The crescent moon
boomerangs

The frozen seashore

The church garden:
a cardinal on the snow
hulls sunflower seeds

The icy eaves

The village church:
a cardinal in the garden
hulls sunflower seeds.

The breezy cobweb
patching the screen door,
sifts a sunbeam

fingering a touchstone

The hobo
hearing a train whistle,
stops stirring the stew.

The church gardens

a cardinal hulling
sunflower seeds.

The master poet
fingering a touchstone,
reading a haiku.
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The monastery...
a cardinal in the garden
hulls sunflower seeds.

The monastery...
a cardinal in the garden
hulls sunflower seeds.

A white butterfly
is taking up the lead
of the peace-marchers.

A white butterfly
is assuming the lead
of the peace-marchers.

A white butterfly
is assuming the lead
of the peace-marchers.

A white butterfly
following the peace-marchers,

A white butterfly
trailing the peace-marchers,

A white butterfly
keeping pace with the peace-marchers
moves into the lead.

A white butterfly
leading the peace-marchers.

Up the highway
to the capitol...a butterfly
leads the peace-marchers.

The traveling monk

The ancient pine

leaving the shrine
an old crow returns
to the ancient pine

an old crow leaving the flock
returns to the pine

leaving the flock
an old crow returns
to the mountain pine

An old flapping crow
falling out of the flock

A white butterfly
trailing the peace-marchers,
moves into the lead.
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The empty factory reflecting the evening sun, facets the river.
The icicled eaves; a squirrel curls up on oak leaves.

The empty factory reflecting the evening sun, echoes the river.
The icicled eaves; a squirrel curls up on oak leaves.
The plantation...
Spanish moss sifting mist: the smell of wisteria.

The empty factory reflecting the evening sun; the river below.
The village ruins smoldering in the sunset

Father and son reflecting each other
Deep in the well

Father and son reflected in the river, echo each other.
The short night taking turns walking the colicky baby.

The master artist painting the checkered landscape
The master artist painting the checkered landscape

The short night mom and dad take turns walking the colicky baby.
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The freezing rain stills the breezy willow, and the stallion's mane.

The village ruins: a stray dog

A hermit crab backing into a conch shell retreats from an heron

a heron disembowels a tortoise

a disembowled tortoise

a tortoise shell

By the rabbit bones

By the tortoise shell on the shoulder of the road: the bones of the hare.

By a new car wreck on the shoulder of the road: a smoldering doll

A smoldering wreck on the shoulder of the road

By a new car wreck on the shoulder of the road: a smoldering doll

By a new car wreck on the shoulder of the road: a hare's skeleton.

The old empty house: a broken shutter swinging in the autumn wind.

A smoldering wreck on the shoulder of the road

By a new car wreck on the shoulder of the road: a smoldering doll

By a new car wreck on the shoulder of the road: a hare's skeleton.

The autumn wind
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By a smoldering wreck
on the shoulder of the road:
  a charred doll's head.

By a smoldering wreck
on the shoulder of the road:
  a blanketed body.

Teacher and students
walking through the woods and fields,
hunt haiku

The parish school:
a nun at the blackboard
points to the moon

The parish school:
a nun at the blackboard
discusses sex.

The parish school:
a nun at the blackboard
lectures on sex.

The village church

The moonlit marsh:
a dog barking at a raccoon
  a bittern booms.

The moonlit marsh:
a raccoon hunter's dog
  barks at a bittern.

The moonlit marsh:
a raccoon

The moonlit marsh:
a lost dog in the reeds
  barks at a bittern.

The moonlit marsh:
a barking coon hound:
  a bittern booms.

The moonlit marsh:
a raccoon

The moonlit marsh:
a raccoon
  a bittern booms.
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The moonlit marsh:  
a raccoon hunter's hound  
barks at a bittern.

The moonlit marsh:  
a hound chasing a raccoon  
the bitterns boom

The moonlit marsh:  
a bittern boom

The moonlit marsh:  
barks at a bittern

The moonlit marsh:  
a barking dog answers  
the bittern's boom

The moonlit marsh:  
a shotgun's boom...a dog  
barks at a bittern

The moonlit marsh:  
a howling raccoon hound  
the bitterns's boom

The moonlit marsh:  
a coon hound

Winter afternoon;  
a tree full of chattering sparrows  
clamoring for spring

A tree full of sparrows  
chattering in the bittercold,  
clamor for spring

A syring of sparrows
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A string of sparrows chattering in the bitter cold, clamor for spring.

Bitter cold morning:
chattering sparrows clamor for spring.

Bitter cold evening:
chattering sparrows

The gypsy campfire:
a stream of tiny sparks extends the Milky Way.

Bitter

Bitter cold

A gathering of sparrows chattering in the bitter cold, clamor for spring.

Chattering sparrows gathering in the bitter cold, clamor for spring.

Gathering sparrows chattering in the bitter cold, clamor for spring.

The gypsy campfire:
a stream of flying sparks extends the Milky Way.

A campfire girl reaching into the cookie jar, feeds a squirrel.

The gypsy campfire:
a stream of flying sparks lengthens the Milky Way.
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Mother and father
walking the colicky baby,

Mother and father
walking the colicky baby,

Mother and father
walking the colicky baby,

After the short night
mother and father are still

After the short night
mom and dad take turns walking
the colicky baby.

The short stormy night:
parents take turns walking

The short stormy night:
my parents take turns walking
the colicky baby.

The colicky baby
my parents take turns walking
the short night
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A white butterfly
lighting on the pointer's tip,
teaches semantics.

A distant whistle:
an old hobo stops stirring
the mulligan stew.

The autumn wind
sweeping through the cemetery

A distant whistle
stops the old hobo
stirring the stew.

An old hobo
stirring the mulligan stew,
drops the wooden spoon.

The distant whistle:
a hobo stirring the stew
drops the wooden spoon.

An old hobo
hearing a distant whistle,
stops stirring the stew.

The factory windows
reflecting the evening sun,
facets the river.

The factory windows
reflecting the river,
facets the evening sun.

The empty factory
reflecting the river

A distant whistle:
an old hobo by the fire
stops stirring the stew.

An old hobo
hearing a distant whistle,
stops stirring the stew.
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The young widow
scatters an urn of ashes
on the autumn wind.

The autumn wind
overturning the bronze urn,
scatters the ashes.

The river lagoon

The train trestles:
a lone fisherman below
ignores the whistle.

The shattered mirror
getting together pieces
of the moon and I.

The cathedral ruins:
a sunbeam spotlights
the fallen steeple.

The moonlit river:
a tarpon leaps
for the silver lure

A white butterfly
lighting on the teacher's pointer

A white butterfly
lighting on the pointer,
teaches semantics.

The military jet

A gliding eagle
poring over the landscape

A gliding eagle
poring over the foothills,

A gliding eagle
riding a thermal wave
poring in the canyon

A golden eagle
riding a thermal wave,
glides in the canyon.
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The old fisherman
buying a can of night crawlers:
the boy’s company.

The old fisherman
buying a can of fresh worms,

The old fisherman
enjoying the boy’s company,
buys a can of worms.

The November wind
wrapping the flag around the pole

The November storm
its halyard slapping the pole:
the November wind.

The heart night

Stars are rents in the tent of heaven:
moonlight through a crannied mosque.

The short on the road

The young widow
scatters her husband’s ashes
on the autumn wind.

The young widow
scatters a vase of ashes
on the autumn wind.
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The village ruins:

The old shuttered house: a recluse pets a litter of purring heirs.

The old fisherman buying some fresh worms.

The old shuttered house cluttered with books...a recluse pets a purring heir.

The old fisherman enjoying the company, buying a can of night crawlers, enjoc.

The old fisherman enjoying the boy's company, buys a can of worms.

The old fisherman bargaining for company, buys worms from the boy.

The old fisherman enjoying the company, buys worms from the boy.

The old shuttered house cluttered with books and littered with purring heirs.

The recluse's house cluttered with books and littered with his purring heirs.

The old fisherman enjoying the company, buys worms from the boy.

The old fisherman enjoying the company, buys worms from the boy.

The foggy marsh
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The distant trestle
across the creek, a fisherman
ignores the whistle

The train trestle
across the muddy creek

The train trestle
over the muddy creek;
a lone fisherman.

The golden maple
a leaf leaves with the crow

The yellow moon
atop the weeping willow

The peregrine falcon

The flood

The autumn marsh:
a squaw with a papoose
harvests the wild rice.

The radio station
tinsels strewn on the withered

The radio station...
tinsel strewn on the withered lawn:
the slivered moon.

The lake shallows:
a gold carp makes an omelet of the yellow moon.

shades the shallows

The fork in the road

The snowy road

The weeping willow
shading the lake shallows
pillows the yellow moon

The weeping willow
pillowing the yellow moon,
shades the creek shallows.

The village ruins:
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An empty garbage can
the size, shape, smell, depth
of the cat's hunger

A summer sunbeam
is sheathing the golden spire
of the cathedral.

The fork in the road

The airport searchlight
sweeping the midnight sky,
mocks the autumn moon.

The airport searchlight
sweeping the evening sky,
mocks the autumn moon.

Under the bridge,
over the dam - the muddy creek
creates a rainbow.

Under the bridge,
over the dam, the muddy creek
creates a rainbow.

A gold carp
is making an omelet

A gold carp
is making an omelet
of the yellow moon.

The old sorcerer
stirring the boiling cauldron

The train trestle:
a lone fisherman
ignores the whistle.
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The tenement rat
creeping in the crib,
steals baby's bottle

The tenement rat

The tenement rat

gnawing the nippled bottle
laps up the milk.

The tenement rat

A song sparrow
creeping in the weedy field:
the smell of yarrow.

A song sparrow

A song sparrow

The flooded marsh:
an Indian thrusts a spear
through the muskrat house.

A song sparrow

The flooded marsh:

A song sparrow

The weedy field:
a song sparrow perches
on a yarrow.

A song sparrow

Mother and father
walk the colicky baby
born on the short night.

The autumn marsh:
an Indian and his squaw
harvest the wild rice.

Wild blackberries
and wild cherry trees

A song sparrow

preening on a flowering weed:
the smell of yarrow.

flitting by a flowering weed

A song sparrow

perching on a flowering weed:
the smell of yarrow.
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The freezing rain
leaking through the stable roof,
stills the horse's mane.

The freezing rain
dripping from the stable roof,
stills the horse's mane.

The freezing rain
dripping through the stable roof,
stills the mare's mane.

The freezing rain
dripping from the willow,
stills the mare's mane.

The freezing rain
soaking the windy willow,
stills the mare's mane.

The freezing rain

The frozen marsh:
withered cattail; reeds clash
with the crescent moon.

The tenement rat
creeping in the crib,
stills the stallion's mane.

The frozen marsh

The flooded marsh:
an Indian thrusts a spear
through the muskrat house.
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The farmer's daughter balancing a jar of water

The hot furrowed field

a farmer's daughter balances the jar of water

The peasant girl balancing a jar of water,

The islander balancing a jar of water, steadies in the wind.

The islander balancing an empty jar, dances in the rain.

The islander girl balancing a water-jar, wears a pearl necklace. steadies in the wind

hu

is playing hide and seek with the autumn moon.

The islander balancing a water-jar, dances in the rain.

horned toad

like the kite's tail, a butterfly follows the whim of the sprung wind.
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The altar boy
preparing for Communion,
receives the morning moon.

Father and son
preparing for Communion,
receive the morning moon.

The moon on the peak:
one poet climbs in the east,
another in the west.

One climbs in the east.

The moon on the peak:
one climber in the east,
another in the west.

One climbs in the east,
and another in the west -
the moon on the peak.

The moon on the peak:
one climbs the eastern slope,
another the west.

One climber on the eastern slope.

The moon on the peak:
one climbs the eastern slope,
and one climbs the west.

The moon on the peak:
one climbs from the west.

The moon on the peak:
one climbs up the eastern slope,
one climbs from the west.

The moon on the peak:
one climber on the eastern
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The moon on the peak:
one climbs up the eastern slope,
one climbs up the west.

The moon on the peak:
one ascends the eastern slope,
another the west.

The incoming wind
brings a flurry of thistle:
the outgoing tide.

The incoming wind:
a flurry of thistle seed
rides the ebbing tide.

The incoming wind:
a single thistle seed
rides the ebbing tide.

The incoming wind:
a single thistle seed
rides the rising tide.

The spring morning breeze:
a single thistle seed
rides the rising tide.

The spring breeze subsides
The spring wind subsides:
a single thistle seed
rides the rising tide.
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The easter
Easter morning
perfectly happy wearing
the hand-me-down-suit.

The little leaguer
bench-warming in the dug-out,
sits like the Buddha.

Then

The farmhouse screen door
rumbling in the summer wind;
The cellar screen door
rumbling in the summer wind;
the smell of the storm.

The gathering storm:
a swarm of angry hornets
attack the orphan.

A swarm of hornets
storming out of the rank grass,
harass the lost boy.

The gathering storm:
a swarm of angry hornets
attack the orphan.

The gathering storm:
a swarm of angry hornets
sting the orphan.

The gathering storm:
a swarm of angry hornets
harass the orphan boy.

The gathering storm:
a swarm of angry hornets
harass the orphan boy.

The cellar window screen
rumbling in the summer wind:
the smell of the storm.

A swarm of gnats
storming out of the rank grass,
harass the lost boy.

A swarm of gnats
sting the orphan.

A swarm of gnats
harass the lost boy.
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The gathering storm:  
a swarm of angry hornets  
attacks the orphan.

The leaves and litter  
of feuding neighbors,  
fraternize in the wind

The feuding neighbors'  
leaves and litter fraternize  
in the autumn wind.

My smoky breath  
and scarf trailing in the wind:  
the crunch of snow crust.

By the lawn mower  
in a corner of the cellar -  
a chirping cricket

The frozen willow  
receiving a transfusion,  
drips the afterglow.
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The frozen willow
receives a transfusion
from the afterglow.

By the typewriter
in a corner of the cellar:
a chirping cricket.

A white butterfly
is leading the peace-marchers
to the Capitol.

A caterpillar
swinging on a thread of air,
tempts the song sparrow.

The farmer's daughter
whirling in the autumn wind,
mocks the weathercock.

The farmer's daughter
spinning in the winter wind,
mocks the weathercock.

The old scarecrow
turning in the autumn wind,
mocks the weathercock.